
AN ANALYSIS OF HENRY JAMES SHORT STORY THE REAL THING

In The Real Thing, written by Henry James, artifice, regarding art, is a glorified than a certain graceful stagnancy which
permeates this short story. and moderate textual analysis, it can be assumed that James is trying to.

In the following passage, found on page , we see our protagonist describing his dilemma explicitly. When a
writer ties his theme to a particular story element, that element gives the reader a lens which brings the theme
into much sharper focus. Although artificiality permeates the way in which we see every day life, the fact does
not make the experience any less real or meaningful. It is more that their social class has removed them from
anything he can understand. An artist can only draw appearances; he cannot draw motivation or essence. Both
sets of models have, at different points in the story, thought and said disparaging things about the others, but it
means little to the artist, our narrator painter, whose only concern is which models serve him best. Post written
by Christopher Chinchilla; edited by Cyndi Sabo. He comes to rely much more on two lower-class subjects
who are nevertheless more capable, Oronte, an Italian, and Miss Churm, a lower-class Englishwoman. An
artist is not a documentarian. From the very first passage, the reader enters the art studio of our unnamed
protagonist at a time when two guests come in; Major and Mrs. According to James, this is not entirely the
case. Do the ugly models mind? James does not make the parable into an arid demonstration of a debating
point. Character description also serves purposes of contrast. My review: I thought it was clever that James
made a painter the center of his story: I felt very aware that I was reading a painter, whose work we usually
see. Major themes[ edit ] James plays with the exact meaning of "the real thing" throughout the story's plot,
which was suggested to him by George du Maurier. Why is this? We do not record what we see: we interpret
what we see. But I couldn't â€” I didn't know. No matter how our protagonist tried to make them up, they
would remain austere, gentlemanly, or ladylike, and could not be made into anything else. After all they were
amateurs, and the ruling passion of my life was the detestation of the amateur. Again, he is an artist, and his
purpose is not to record natureâ€”like a photographer, journalist, or documentarianâ€”but to select from life
and recreate it by his own interpretation. Even though the artist, who is the narrating protagonist and remains
unnamed, has no particular need for them as models, he decides to give them a try and draws them for an
important project he is working on, a project which might be his chance to achieve great fame and fortune.
However, when one tries to consider the methods one might be able to use to communicate ideas in the very
medium of the ideas-to-be-portrayed, one comes up short. Hawley says that the pair has hurt the narrator's art,
perhaps permanently. Works Cited Henry, James,. Our artist regularly employs two models who are excellent
actors: a lower-class English girl, Miss Churm, who can convincingly portray anyone from a street urchin to a
queen, and a flashy Italian named Oronte who is just as versatile. During the following drawing sessions, it
slowly becomes apparent that both the narrator and the Monarchs, his impoverished but still upper-class
models, fail at their tasks: The artist seems to be unable to paint them as successfully as he normally draws his
regular models, and they appear to be rather inflexible in terms of changing into the roles they are supposed to
represent. Complete stories,  Critical evaluation[ edit ] Critics have generally praised what one of them called
"one of James neatest tales Even though the couple had decided to do work which is normally not done by
people of their social status, they wish to keep their reputation, they do not wish that the public or their former
friends notice it. When Major and Mrs. On the other hand, when Miss Churm dresses up in an elegant
costume, she automatically becomes a lady, even though it is a role. It is not that the artist has such a tight
deadline hanging over his head that he can spare neither the time nor the inclination to really get to know the
Monarchs. They are the "real thing" in that they perfectly represent the aristocratic type, but they prove
inflexible for the painter's work. All this happens before the middle of the second part, and all these events
establish an image of the way the narrator and the Monarchs see themselves and wish to be seen by others.
This is, by no means, any different than what our protagonist does with Miss Churm. They do not. By the end
of the story, the Monarchs realize their lack of usefulness as models for any artist because they are exactly
what they are, no more or less. What would be the main difference in this story were it a biography?


